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￮ In contrast to “traditional” metadata, 
Linked Data refers to data published on 
the open Web in such a way that it is 
machine-readable;

￮ The data’s meaning is explicitly defined; 

￮ It is linked to other external data sets to 
aid in discovery of library collections
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The Linked Open Data Cloud from lod-cloud.net as 
of 2007
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4https://pixabay.com/illustrations/so-what-yellow-sticker-note-1462746/

￮ Linked data is a growing area in libraries

￮ More positions will be available in libraries for 
individuals with LD skills and knowledge

￮ LDCI and other tools provide a wealth of resources 
but it can be hard to determine what to focus on or 
where to begin

￮ Examining what employers are looking for can 
provide both professionals and educators with a 
concrete place to start

Why are we doing it?
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Goals
￮ Gather a body of recent job postings 

mentioning linked data/semantic web 
competencies or knowledge

￮ Analyse the nature of these mentions

￮ Suggest areas to prioritize for LD 
development

The Linked Open Data Cloud from lod-cloud.net as of 2019
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Methods

Photo by João Silas on Unsplash

Sources:
￮ iSchool Job Board
￮ Association of Research Libraries (ARL) Position 

Description Bank
￮ Listservs: AUTOCAT, Metadatalibrarian, lita-l, 

code4lib, DH-l, oclc-l
Keywords:
￮ Linked Data
￮ Linked Open Data
￮ BIBFRAME
￮ Semantic Web
￮ RDF

Timeframe:
￮ Jan 2017 - June 2019

83 unique job postings
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Methods

Photo by Sharon McCutcheon on Unsplash

Data extraction - Google Forms

￮ Job title; library type; education (required 
and preferred)

￮ Experience level (entry-level vs. 
experienced)

￮ Linked data-related skills and level of 
expertise 

￮ Other (hard) skills and level of expertise



￮ It’s not systematic

￮ Focused on academic libraries

￮ Focused on Canada and USA

Limitations
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Where is the job?
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What’s in the (job) title
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Education and Experience
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Where is Linked Data?



What are “they” looking for?
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Who are “they” looking for?
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￮ Experienced Metadata (& Cataloging) Librarian in Academic Library

￮ ALA-accredited degree

￮ Familiarity with Linked Data, BIBFRAME, RDF - most desired

￮ Some knowledge of SPARQL, ontologies (OWL), Semantic Web - less 
desired
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Next Steps

￮ Seek out additional postings

￮ Further analyse the data

￮ Compare against LDCI

￮ Suggest topics for LD education and training

https://pixabay.com/photos/business-the-next-step-next-success-4241792/
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Thank you!
Marta Michas michasm@macewan.ca 

Mariana Pareds-Olea paredeso@ualberta.ca 

Danoosh Davoodi danoosh@ualberta.ca 

Sharon Farnel sharon.farnel@ualberta.ca 
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